Well hello all! We just thought we would take a moment to clarify any rumours that you might have heard regarding a
little accident that we may or may not have had in Edinburgh at the end of our tour!
Well, it is true, there was a 'wee' little incident, involving our tour bus, a steep hill, and a big advertising board.
Having just finished a great gig in The Cabaret Voltaire club, In Edinburgh, we were attempting to put the trailer back
onto our tour bus when something quite unexpected happened!
The bus had stopped and parked on the steep hill outside of the venue, just shy of the trailer. Our driver then jumped out
of the bus to come and re-attach the two, when all of a sudden, due to a mechanical failure, the bus began an unmanned
voyage down the hill.
Everyone stood aghast, and unable to intervene as we watched the bus pick up speed, and head towards its inevitable
conclusion..........
Crash, bang and indeed wallop! Our enormous tour bus had just travelled about 100 yards down a very steep hill, and
ploughed into a massive billboard, causing a fair amount of carnage.
Thankfully, no one was injured at all, apart from the tour bus, and the billboard. Also, we were very fortunate that the
bus managed to avoid the expensive looking silver Audi that was parked directly in front of it, on the hill!
Cue police, fire and ambulance services to secure the scene, in addition to enthused crowds of people taking pictures of
our newly flat-ended bus!
As our tour bus was now on the wrong side of being road worthy, we ended up spending the night in Edinburgh, where
we proceeded to drown our sorrows in style, in an attempt to forget all about the earlier misfortunes!
We would firstly like to say a huge apology to all parties that may have been inconvenienced by the events that took
place, but also a massive thank you to our support band of the evening 'Baillie and the Fault' who took us to some
memorable drinking holes, and assisted in helping us forget not only the accident, but the entire week!

The tour really ended with a BANG!
All the best
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